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INTRODUCTION



1.1 General Congratulations on your choice of the Airwave EPIC Paraglider. The glider was designed to be an ideal companion for the more experienced pilot who wants the ultimate in performance and safety. We wish you many enjoyable flying hours! If you have any questions, suggestions or criticism regarding any of our products please do not hesitate to contact us. We are happy to give help and advice. We are looking forward to hearing from you! Please read this manual carefully and note the following details: This paraglider meets at the time of delivery, the requirements of the DHV Guetesiegel. Any alterations to the paraglider will render its certification invalid! The use of this paraglider is solely at the user’s own risk! The manufacturer and distributor do not accept any liability. Pilots are responsible for their own safety and their paraglider’s airworthiness. The paraglider carries no warranty! The author assumes, that the pilot is in possession of a valid paragliding license!



1.2 Concept The modern paragliding market no longer demands just pure performance from new models. A successful glider must strike a balance between safety, performance, handling, finish, looks and reliability. These factors must be combined in a matter that the glider has a “natural” feel and gives the pilot confidence and pleasure in flight. The EPIC, like all Airwave gliders, does this. Our design team has just the right balance of technical knowhow, “feeling” and experience to produce the right glider.



2.
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After many years in the paragliding business we know which materials are good and which are not. We do not follow fashions or prices and prefer to use high quality materials which gave our products the good name. 2.1 Top sail / Under sail Porcher Marine Skytex + Ripstop Nylon 45g/m2 SO Finish The cloth is made from high tenacity Nylon 6.6 yarn. Skytex has excellent UV resistance and tear strength. The colours we have chosen for the top surface are amongst the most UV resistant in the Skytex range. We think Skytex is the best all around package available. 2.2 Ribs Porcher Marine Skytex + Ripstop Nylon 45g/m2 Hard Finish The hard finish cloth is perfect for the ribs because it is very rigid with hardly any stretch. This ensures a smooth top-sail which will not get wrinkly over time, as seen on many gliders which use soft finish cloth on the ribs. 2.3 Leading Edge Reinforcement Cross-Laminated Mylar We use a cross-reinforced tough mylar because it does not loose its stiffness over time. This means that your Airwave glider will take off as well as they do now in years to come. 2.4 Lines Eulit 2.1/ 1.7 / 1.2mm These German-made lines use aramid fibres which are a less brittle type of Kevlar. The base lines are both strength and age-tested by the DHV. The high quality sheath prevents “nicks” in the lines and stops the lines tangling easily. Although these lines are extremely strong, pilots should nevertheless take care of them – try not to walk on them and always check that they can not catch on roots or stones while taking off. 2.5 Shackles We use only stainless steel shackles which are 100% resistant to rust – excellent for winter or beach flying.



3.PRE-FLIGHT CHECK Material Check
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We recommend that pilots perform a regular material check on the glider – especially after long flights or flying trips. To avoid forgetting points it is helpful to always use the same system! 1. Is there any damage to the sewing on the harness or risers? 2. Any knots or damage to the brake lines or brake handles? 3. Are the quick-links closed and not twisted? 4. Any damages on the lines? 5. Any loose stitching, tears or damage at the line connection points on the sail? 6. Any tears in the ribs or sail? 7. Damage/ Fatigue on the sail sewing? In case of any damage, please consult the manufacturer or dealer for advice.



4.BRAKE LINES (CONTROL LINES) Both control lines are connected to a series of subsidiary lines connected to the trailing edge on each side of the sail (the brake fans). From there, control lines run through pulleys on the rear risers and are tied to the brake handles. Press studs on the rear riser and the brake handles allow attachment during transport of the glider – which prevents twisting and tangling of the control lines. IMPORTANT: When the brake handles are released in flight, the brake lines should be loose (no tension on the trailing edge). The control lines are attached to the brake handles with a bowline knot. On new paragliders check that both control lines are on the same length!



5.



PREPARING FOR TAKE-OFF



ü Lay out the sail on its top surface with the leading edge on the uphill side and the trailing edge down the hill (into wind). Lay the risers in the center of the trailing edge. ü Lay out the lines, one side a time. Check that each line group is not twisted with another: A, B, C & D. Take special care to pull the control lines clear from the other lines – and lay them in an arc outside the main lines. Risers and control lines should not be twisted! No lines should lie under the sail. ü Carefully correct the position of the sail (which might have moved during the line check). Make sure that the leading edge of the sail is in a pronounced arc with the centre of the sail up the slope and the tips down. Like this the tips will not inflate first what might result in not opening during take-off. To check whether the center will inflate first, pull gently on the lines and observe which lines become tight first. ü Put on harness and attach to risers. During this process the pilot should stand close to the trailing edge of the sail, in order do not disturb the wing by pulling lines tight. Do not forget to put on the helmet! ü Always check that the control lines are clear!



6. •



TAKING OFF



Pilot should make sure that he/she is standing in the center of the wing before taking off – this helps to make sure that the glider inflates evenly. The EPIC is equipped with a mini A-riser to help the pilot pull “Big Ears”. This should be attached to the main A-risers by means of the Velcro patch before take-off. The pilot should take both A-risers (mini and main) in his hands to take-off. Version 23.8.05
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In strong winds, a reverse-start take-off is recommended. Thy EPIC is relatively easy to ground-handle, but we advise new owners to take the glider out in a flat area and practice before they try a take-off. If the pilot wants to do a forward launch in stronger winds, he should be aware that the glider will rise up very quickly and require strong braking before it is above the pilot to stop overshooting. In light wind or nil wind, the pilot should start his take-off run so that the lines become tight after one or two steps. The EPIC will inflate near the ground and then rise up above the pilot. The pilot should maintain pressure on the risers until the glider is overhead. The EPIC rises up easily at a constant speed but we recommend a little brake to stop the glider overshooting and shorten the take-off run. Correction on take-off: if the wing comes up to one side, then the pilot should run more to that side during the inflation (he/ she should follow the wing). When the glider is fully overhead, the pilot can use the brakes to correct the wings position. If in any doubt, please abort the take-off. NEVER TAKE OFF WITH A GLIDER WHICH IS NOT FULLY INFLATED!!!!



7.FLIGHT 7.1 Straight Flight & use of the Accelerator The EPIC has a high degree of roll stability and with brakes released should fly in a straight line in calm air. If this is not the case, check your harness for symmetry. If there is no problem with the harness, please consult your dealer. Best glide in nil wind is with brakes fully released (ca. 36km/h) and no accelerator. Minimum sink is with brakes pulled down to about chest height (ca. 20 km/h). For into the wind glides or simply extra speed, use the foot-accelerator. This gives an increase in topspeed up to 52 km/h according to independent measurements by the DHV. When flying at high speeds be aware that the reactions to collapses will be more aggressive so we do not recommend using the accelerator in turbulent air. At the first sign of turbulence, please release the accelerator until you feel that you are in calm air. Using the accelerator close to the ground is not recommended and can be dangerous. IMPORTANT: When using the speed system, the angle of attack is lowered, thus airspeed is increasing, and the canopy is destabilising. Therefore do not use the speed system in turbulent conditions, close to the ground or near other airspace users! Never release the brake handles. Don’t apply brake when fully accelerated. If you have a collapse on the sail, release the speed system immediately, to enable the glider to return to standard trim and then recover with correct pilot input as in a normal collapse. Do not use the speed system in any extreme manoeuvres! 7.2 What to do if a control line breaks In the unlikely event that a control line breaks on take-off or in flight, the glider can be steered by gently pulling on the rear riser. Be careful not to over-brake, to avoid stalling. 7.3 Wing-Overs Many pilots like to fly tightly banked S-turns, also known as “wingovers”. We advise pilots to not exceed a 45° level of bank. If not properly controlled, wingovers can lead to a large asymmetric collapse and should therefore never be executed at any time. WARNING: A turn with more than a 90 degree angle of bank is illegal aerobatics! Version 23.8.05
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Full stall, spin and wingover (over 90°) are illegal Aerobatic manoeuvres and must not be performed . Incorrect recovery procedures or overreacting of the pilot may have dangerous consequences with any type of glider! 7.4 Active Flying The EPIC is a glider with a high level of inherent stability, nevertheless the best way to fly the EPIC is “actively”. Active flying means using pilot input to keep the wing as stable and efficient as possible. For example, when a pilot flies into a thermal, the wing normally will be slowed down and fall slightly behind the pilot. In this situation, the pilot should use less brake and let the glider come overhead again as quickly as possible. On the other hand, when leaving a thermal, the wing will tend to accelerate and try to dive slightly in front of the pilot – here the pilot should us more brake to reduce this effect. When flying in turbulent air, the pilot should be able to detect pressure loss in parts of the sail through the brake lines – he can then compensate by using more brake until the pressure returns (while taking care not to come near the stall point of the glider). The pilot should take care to not over-brake the EPIC and always maintain enough speed in reserve. These techniques will reduce the number of possible collapses significantly and increase the performance of the wing . The most efficient sink rate is only attained when the glider is fully open and directly above the pilot. 7.5 Thermalling & Weight Shifting The EPIC turns well and retains a good sink rate even in tight turns. The pilot should not be afraid to bank tightly in narrow thermals, the sink rate remains good. Pilots should use a little brake for controlling the outer wing to prevent collapses. Turns will be more efficient and it is easier to maintain a constant turn radius by using weight-shift combined with brakes to control. 7.6 B-Stall The B-Stall is a fast descent manoeuvre for use in emergency situations only. It has, however, the advantage that the leading edge remains open and the sail remains above the pilot while sink rates over 10 m/s can be attained. If canopy does not self recover apply both brakes gently to recover.



7.7 Spiral / Spiral Dive When the pilot turns a series of 360s with only one brake pulled hard (50% or more) the glider will enter a spiral – highly banked, fast turns inducing rapid height loss. Always perform the spiral dive with the trimmers open. The longer the pilot holds the inside brake on, the faster the turns become. To stabilise the outer wing we recommend to use outside brake gently. Height loss of over 20 m/s is possible in a spiral dive. At these high speeds it is easy for the pilot to become disoriented so we recommend that pilots pay particular attention to ground clearance. Spiral dives with sink rates over 10 m/s should be avoided as they are dangerous and also put unnecessary strain on the glider.
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Exiting the spiral dive: Slowly release the inside brake and gently use the outside brake. The glider will exit most time automatically when both brakes are released, but we recommend that pilots fly the glider out of the spiral in order to avoid overshooting. The glider will return to normal flight and, depending on the severity of the spiral, may overshoot – be prepared to dampen this effect by braking as the glider comes forward. Take special care! Spiral dive might cause disorientation and need time and height to recover. Several paragliders have the tendency to turn after or stay in a stable spiral dive sometimes. ! PAY SPECIAL ATTENTION AND DO NOT PERFORM THIS MANOEUVRE NEAR THE GROUND ! 7.8 Deep Stall The EPIC is designed to exit immediately from any deep stall condition within 4 seconds after the brakes are released. However if the pilot finds himself in a deep stall situation (loss of forward speed, low internal pressure in the sail) he/she should immediately release the brakes. If the glider does not return to normal flight, he should push both A-risers gently forward until the glider surges slightly and normal flight is attained. 7.9 Advice for fast reopening after collapse When one side of the sail collapses, use the following procedure: 1. Brake on the opened side in order to maintain straight flight 2. In most cases, the deflated side will reopen immediately. If not , use “pumping” movement on the collapsed side in order to re-inflate the sail as quickly as possible. If a wing tip stays stuck in the lines, try pulling the stabiliser line (the outer B-line). 7.10 Big Ears Another method to lose height is to pull down the wing tips in order to increase the sink rate of the glider (e.g. to stay out of cloud or descend in strong wind) – this is called “Big Ears”. To make this manoeuvre easier, the EPIC has split A-risers. Pull down the small Arisers and the last 5 or 6 cells will collapse at each tip. To re-open the wing tips, release the small A-risers and, if necessary, pull the brakes. 7.11 Spin (or negative spin) During a spin the canopy turns relatively fast around the centre section of the canopy while the inner wing flies backwards. (hence the term negative) There are two usual reasons for an unintentional spin: - one brake line is being pulled down too far and too fast (e.g. when inducing a spiral dive) - when flying at low speed one side is being braked too hard (e.g. when thermalling). To recover from an unintentional spin, the pulled down brake line should be immediately released as soon as a spin is suspected - so that the canopy may accelerate and return to its normal straight and stable flying position, without losing too much height. In case the spin is allowed to develop for some time, the EPIC surges far forward on one side and a dynamic asymmetric collapse or a “line over” can occur. If so brake gently to stop canopy surging. Too tight cross braking increases the possibility of a spin on most paragliders! Never do an intentional spin over land or if you do not have sufficient experience!
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8.



LANDING



A windsock , smoke , flag or other indications should allow the pilot to judge the wind direction in the landing area: ALWAYS LAND INTO THE WIND! 8.1 Landing in nil or light wind The final landing approach should be flown with only light brakes. When the pilot is 1-2 meters above the ground then the brakes should be progressively pulled so that the 100% position is attained just before the feet touch the ground. The EPIC retains sufficient energy so that it can be flared properly on landing. It is better to come in with enough speed so a proper flare can be achieved, rather than trying to approach slowly and stop at the last moment. 8.2 Landing in strong wind The pilot should regulate his speed when flying into wind, to touch down with little forward speed. After touch down, the pilot should turn 180° reach up and pull down both C-risers whilst moving backwards with the glider. This will bring the glider down quickly, without pulling the pilot backwards.



9.PACKING THE PARAGLIDER 1. The glider is laid out on its top surface, the lines are untangled and laid on the sail with the risers laid together at the center of the trailing edge. 2. Fold the sail from each tip to the center cell by cell, making sure that the leading edge is in one straight line, until the sail is 1 or 2 cells wide. 3. Push any remaining air out by flattening the folded sail from the trailing edge to the leading edge. 4. Make 4 or 5 folds (do not roll) from the trailing edge up to the leading edge so that the bundle is approximately the size and shape of the Airwave rucksack. Wrap the Velcro band around and put it into the rucksack. NOTE: Make sure not to pack the glider too tight, and take care that the leading edge is folded carefully because this will increase the gliders life. Always pack as loosely as you can, whilst still being able to fit in the rucksack . Every fold weakens the cloth on any paraglider!



10.CARE AND STORAGE The life of your paraglider depends largely on how you look after it. A well looked-after glider can last twice as long or more as a badly treated glider with the same number of flying hours! Your EPIC is an aircraft and should be looked after carefully. Do not forget that your life depends also on the condition of your wing! 10.1 UV-Damage It is commonly known that UV rays from sun exposure damage paraglider cloth over time. As a result, do not leave the sail lying out in the sun unprotected when not absolutely necessary. 10.2
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Always store paraglider/ harness/ reserve parachute in a dry room. Do not leave the paraglider packed for any length of time unless it is completely dry. A damp paraglider can be dried by hanging it over a washing line –allow to dry naturally, never use a hair dryer etc. Even when the paraglider is dry, leave the rucksack zip open if possible to allow residual moisture to evaporate. Do not store the glider with dyes, paints, chemicals or gasoline. 10.3 Cleaning Any abrasion or water will damage the cloth, even if it is only slight. Therefore we recommend that any stain or mark which has dried into the cloth should be left uncleaned. The glider may not look so pretty, but it will certainly last longer. No paraglider lost performance from being dirty! If you still feel that the sail must be cleaned, please use only a soft cloth moistened with water on small areas and remember that the most sensitive area of the sail is the leading edge top surface – which should on no account be cleaned. Never put the glider into the washing machine or use any chemical cleaners on the sail! 10.4 Sail repairs Always let an authorized dealer or the manufacturer carry out glider repairs. Very small holes in the sail can be repaired using sticky-back Porcher Marine Sailcloth as long as the tear is not on the stitching of the sail or highly stressed part of the glider and a large overlap is used. Stick repair cloth on the inside and outside of any tears. 10.5 Line repairs Any damage on the lines (even if it is only the outer sheath) means the glider must not be flown until the line is repairerd. We recommend that a dealer should replace the line. When a line has been replaced, always inflate the glider on flat ground to check that everything is correct before the glider is flown. 10.6 Ground Handling Most paragliders are damaged by careless ground handling. Here are some tips to prolong the life of your glider: Ø DO NOT drag your wing along the ground at any time. Ø DO NOT try to open your wing in strong winds without untangling the lines first – this puts unnecessary strain on the lines Ø DO NOT walk on the sail or lines Ø DO NOT inflate the glider and then allow crashing back down. Try to keep this movement as smooth as possible by moving towards the glider as it comes down. Ø NEVER allow the glider to crash back down to ground leading edge first! This puts great strain on the sail and stitching and can even “burst” cells. 10.7 Insects Take care that no insects get packed away with the sail. Some insects (grasshoppers for example) decay into an acidic substance which can burn holes into the sail cloth!



11. TOW ING The EPIC is suitable for towing, provided the pilot has relevant license and towing experience. The winch operator should take care that the glider is directly above the pilot and flying properly before he increases the winch speed so that the pilot starts to climb. Tension of the tow-line of over 90 kp is not allowed. For the EPIC S maximum tension of the tow-line is 70 kp! Version 23.8.05
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12. MODIFICATIONS & ACCESSORIES When the EPIC leaves the factory, it is trimmed for the optimum balance between performance, handling and safety. It should be noted that all modifications mean that the glider loses every certification and may make the glider dangerous and possibly more difficult to fly. For those reasons any modifications should only be made after contacting an authorized AIRWAVE dealer .



13. TECHNICAL DETAILS Surface area Surface area proj. Aspect Ratio Span Max. Chord Cells Weight Range V min. V trim. V accel. Certification Towing Accelerator



EPIC S



EPIC M



EPIC L



23,0 m2 26,9 m2 5,4 12,1 m 2,8 m 74 65-88 kg 20 km/h 36 km/h 52 km/h DHV 2 ü ü



25,4 m2 29,1 m2 5,4 12,6 m 2,9 m 74 85-105 kg 20 km/h 36 km/h 52 km/h DHV 2 ü ü



27,1 m2 31,0 m2 5,4 13,1 m 3,0 m 74 103-128 kg 20 km/h 35 km/h 51 km/h DHV 2 ü ü



14. TIPS 1. Weight Shifting Effective weight shifting is the key to a good thermalling technique and competent glider control. We recommend that the EPIC should be flown without cross-straps or with crossstraps in a loose position. Then the pilot can check out how effective his weight-shifting is by attempting to turn without using brakes. With extreme weight-shifting we have been able to fly wingovers of over 45° without touching the brakes. If the pilot finds that he is unable to weight-shift effectively, it is probably because his harness is set in a too upright position. In thermals or ridge lift, the most efficient way to turn is a combination of brakes and weightshift. Initiate the turns by shifting to the direction desired, at the same time pulling the inner brake down to about chest height. Use the outer brake to control the speed of the turn. In weak lift you can use more brake on both sides to turn more slowly and flatter. In stronger lift, using less brake on the outer wing will increase the speed of turn and angle of bank – more effective for coring good lift. Weight-shifting will make your thermalling smoother and more efficient. 2. Taking off in strong winds
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It is sometimes helpful to pull the glider up using only the inner A-risers. This means that the wing tips tend not to inflate until the glider is almost overhead. This has two beneficial effects: 1) it stops the glider from “yawing” excessively as the closed tips act as brakes and tend to ensure that the wing comes up straight. 2) The glider rises up more slowly with less tendency to overshoot the pilot. We recommend a reverse launch in strong winds, but make sure both wing tips are open before you actually take off! Some words in conclusion to ensure safe and enjoyable flights with your Airwave EPIC: All rapid descent techniques should first be practiced in calm air and with sufficient height so the pilot is able to use them safely in emergency situations ! Full stalls and spins are to be avoided as wrong recovery procedures, irrespective of the type of paraglider, and may have dangerous consequences! By far the best technique is to fly correctly and safely, so you never have to descend rapidly! See you in the sky! AIRWAVE GLIDERS Industriegelände Zone A 2 A-6166 Fulpmes Austria Tel. +43 (0)5225 644 55 Fax +43 (0)5225 644 55 66 [email protected] www.airwave-gliders.co.uk
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Page 1 YOUR OWNERS MANUAL Please Read Carefully o This ... 

Suivant le type d'impact, unaccident, mémeatres faible vitesse, peut entrainer unrisque de ... N'utilisez pas de détergents ou de produits dérivés d'ammoniaque ...
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read this manual carefully! .fr 

This preventive maintenance program is designed to ensure that all critical ...... Be sure the exhaust pipe and muffler are cool before cleaning the spark arrester.
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Reading this instruction manual carefully before starting your engine 

Engine: D21B. D28M. Type: Rear Exhaust Without Pull-start. Rear Exhaust With Pull-start. Cylinder ... STS engine is designed and manufactured for high level of.
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PLEASE READ THIS PAGE BEFORE PROCEEDING This is ... .fr 

most efficacious equipment in their struggle for survival, are embedded in ..... We would perceive motions, but neither buying nor selling, nor prices, wage rates,.
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Caution:this plane is not a toy! Before use ,please carefully read this 

Use two screws of each sides to ensure the wings fixed upto the fuselage. Repeat the above steps on the other side of the fuselage. Fix up the wheel to the.
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Instruction Manual IMPORTANT: Read carefully before ... - FCC ID 

Use your Quest regularly to help reduce your weekly vacuuming ..... To reduce potential radio interference to other users, the antenna type and its gain should ...
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For heating contractors Pour le professionel Please read carefully 

Power draw MCM10. W. 5. Rated voltage BUS. DC â€¦ V. 15. Internal appliance fuse, heating pump output. Amp. 5 AF, ceramic, filled with sand. Measuring range ...
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read through this manual before starting construction. it contains 

In that Great Planes has no control over the final assembly or material used for final assembly, no liability shall be assumed ...... so that they do not move during the following steps. ...... The next maneuver is somewhat more tricky than it looks.
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single colour led strip light please read these instructions carefully ... 

Ensure that the surface that the LED strip will be applied to is clean and free from ... Vous pouvez couper le bandeau de LED Ã  la longueur souhaitÃ©e, grÃ¢ce aux ...
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read through this manual before starting construction. it contains 

to the Cessna 182 ARF visit the Top Flite web site at ... We use the Robart Super Stand II. (ROBP1402) .... recommend Great Planes Proâ„¢ CA and Epoxy glue.
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read through this manual before starting construction. it contains 

Contact the AMA for a rule book with full details. IMAA .... Great Planes Pro Threadlockerâ„¢ (GPMR6060). â�� Heat shrink ... Here is a list of optional tools mentioned in the manual that will help you .... 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180.
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Politics before Potter, please 

Jul 29, 2011 - China delays Harry Potter release in favour of Communist party epic ... released on 4 August; Transformers: Dark of the Moon on Thursday ...
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please read all directions before starting installation - PicR 

2009-2010 Kawaski ZX10R. Installation Instructions. PLEASE READ ALL DIRECTIONS BEFORE STARTING INSTALLATION. 2191 Mendenhall Drive North Las ...
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Please read these instructions before use. Lire ces instructions avant 

VERCLE DOIT ÃŠTRE RETIRÃ‰E AVANT DE. POUVOIR OUVRIR CET APPAREIL. Remarque: Vous ne pourrez pas activer la fonction d'accÃ©s facile permettant d'ouvrir l'appareil pour le nettoyage/entretien, si la vis de verrouillage du couvercle (A) n'est pas d'abo
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please read this page before open plastic bag! falcon gauge gyro 

Wait at least 10 minutes after removing electrical or vacuum power from the aircraft and/or gyro before removing gyro. DO NOT remove a gyro while it is running.
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please read this page before open plastic bag! falcon gauge gyro 

Wait at least 10 minutes after removing electrical or vacuum power from the aircraft and/or gyro before removing gyro. DO NOT remove a gyro while it is running.
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please keep this manual - Synth Manuals 

However, you do have the option of having the servicer dispose of these ...... button will become red, indicating that the W5/W7 is in. Solo Mode. ...... 20 watts. OUTPUT IMPEDANCE. Output: +6.5 dBm (10 kÎ©). Phones: +13 dBm (150 Î©), +7.5 dBm (33 Î©
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please keep this manual - Synth Manuals 

However, you do have the option of having the servicer dispose of these ...... button will become red, indicating that the W5/W7 is in. Solo Mode. ...... 20 watts. OUTPUT IMPEDANCE. Output: +6.5 dBm (10 kÎ©). Phones: +13 dBm (150 Î©), +7.5 dBm (33 Î©
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Page 1 #58400 YOU MUST READ THIS OWNER'S GUIDE BEFORE 

supplier or your fire service. Leaking gas may cause a fire or explosion, which can cause serious bodily injury or death, or damage to property. INFORMATION ...
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Page 1 #58400 YOU MUST READ THIS OWNER'S GUIDE BEFORE 

A Do not add charcoal starter fluid or charcoal impregnated with charcoal lighter fluid to hot or warm .... securing the gas line and orifice into the burner tube is.
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Page 1 #58400 YOU MUST READ THIS OWNER'S GUIDE BEFORE 

Instead, use a drip pan to catch drippings from meat when cooking ..... CharBin" storage container holds a bag of charcoal with a maximum weight of 30.
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Page 1 #58400 YOU MUST READ THIS OWNER'S GUIDE BEFORE 

Extinguish any open flames. 3. ... A Do not use petrol, liquid fire starter or alcohol on the charcoal at any time. ... A Do not use a flame to check for gas leaks.
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IMPORTANT, RETAIN FOR FUTURE REFERENCE: READ CAREFULLY 

A relocatable power tap provided with auxiliary lighting features is not for permanent installation. Do not permanently mount or remove the plug for permanent connection to the electrical system. â€¢ Caution marking and rating plate are located at re
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Assemble your building before starting this kit. - Arrow Storage Products 

If you fi nd a part missing or damaged call: 1-800-851-1085 or ... while reviewing parts list. Check to be sure that you have all the necessary parts for your kit.
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